Oscillations of an electrogenic pump in the plasma membrane of Neurospora.
The presence of the poky mutation in Neurospora crassa produces mitochondria which are defective in cytochromes b and aa3 but which compensate by means of an alternate, cyanide-insensitive oxidase. As previously reported (Slayman, Rees, Orchard & Slayman, J. Biol. Chem., 250:396, 1975) cyanide blockade of the poky strain carrying the partial suppressor f results in a metabolic downshift of only 56%, compared with a downshift of 98% in wild-type Neurospora; the downshift is accompanied by exponential decay of ATP in the wild type, but by an undershoot and monotonic recovery of ATP in poky f. Whereas the membrane potential declines with ATP in wild-type Neurospora, it oscillates near the resting level (ca. -- 185 mV) in poky f. Oscillations begin with a depolarizing swing of 30--100 mV, followed by slight hyperpolarization, then by 2--4 damped cycles having a frequency near 1/min. Similar oscillations arise with antimycin, salicyl hydroxamic acid, and several uncoupling agents, and depend on partial maintenance of respiration through either the defective cytochrome chain or the alternate oxidase. Small oscillations (maximally +/- 30% of the control value) in membrane conductance also occur, roughly in phase with the oscillations of membrane potential. The amplitude of these, in comparison with the nonlinearity of the normal current-voltage relationship for the membrane, strongly suggests that they arise as a secondary consequence of the voltage changes. Therefore, since it has previously been argued (Slayman, Long & Lu, J. Membrane Biol. 14:305, 1973) that most of the resting membrane potential in the organism arises from active extrusion of H+ ions, the simolest interpretation of the cyanide-induced voltage oscillations is that current through the H+ pump is modulated cyclically. The ultimate mechanism for this modulation is unresolved, but could plausible involve a metabolic feedback system, oscillations of intracellular pH, or both. In many respects the observed voltage oscillations resemble the well-known oscillations of mitochondrial H+ flux which are produced by sudden metabolic shifts.